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Abstract

As location-based routing becomes useful in some particular scenarios, locations of mobile
hosts become as important as their identifiers in ad hoc routing in mobile wireless networks.
Location lookup services are henceforth needed to aid location-based routing.
In this paper, we present a source routing based location lookup service that can be used
as the location discovery component in a location-based routing protocol. The design goal
of this service lies in two folds: having high success rates on location discovery while
keeping low demands on network resources. The goal of havinghigh success rates is
achieved through encouraging mobile hosts to cooperate in serving location queries. The
goal of keeping overhead low is achieved through making eachlocation query be served by
a small number of hosts.
Each mobile host is associated with a number of friend hosts and distributes replicas of its
up-to-date location to them in order to enhance chances of answering queries about its loca-
tion. Discovering or updating the location of a target host is served through the cooperation
among a set of friends of the target host. The friendship among mobile hosts forms into
an index structure used in our location lookup service. In order to ensure a small number
of hosts participating in serving a location query, we construct the index structure into a
complete binary search tree and distribute it across mobilehosts. DSR routing protocol has
been modified and used in forwarding location lookup servicerelated packets. The path of
forwarding packets reflects underlying temporary connectivities among mobile hosts.
Evaluated by simulating mobile wireless networks, the performance of our location lookup
service exhibits high success rates and low demands on network resources.
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1 Introduction

Geographical proximity plays an important role in ad hoc routing in mobile wireless net-
works. If two mobile hosts are geographically close together, there is a high probability that
they can establish a direct communication link. Location-based routing protocols make use
of locations of mobile hosts to determine next-hop hosts in forwarding packets to destina-
tions. In contrast, geographic proximity in wired networking is not necessarily useful. For
example, in the Internet, a packet can be forwarded in one hopto go across the Atlantic
ocean through the cross-the-ocean optical fiber cables, butit may take several hops to reach
an area nearby if there is no direct connectivity.
The ability for a mobile host discovering its current location is assumed in location-based
ad hoc routing. The example location-enabling technologies include GPS (the satellite-
based positioning system), landmark-based positioning, and movement-based positioning
in ad-hoc networking. In landmark-based positioning systems, like the APS [12], a number
of landmark beacons (fixed in position or mobile) broadcast their accurate positions. A
mobile host could determine its current location through geometric computations using the
signal strengths received from different landmark beacons. In movement-based position-
ing systems, if a mobile host knows its initial position, then it could compute its position
afterwards using its moving speed and directions.
In ad hoc routing protocols making no use of locations, routes are maintained mainly
through two approaches: the table-driven approach and the source-initiated on-demand
driven approach [17]. In the table-driven approach, each mobile host maintains routing
table(s) to reflect changes in network topology and propagates its view of current network
topology to other hosts. In the source-initiated on-demanddriven approach, no routing
table(s) is generally maintained at a mobile host. Instead,when a (source) mobile host
wants to find out a route to reach a destination host, it initiates a route discovery process
within a network. Once a route is discovered, the source hostspecifies the full path in each
data packet sent to the destination host, and every intermediate host specified in the path
forwards data packets to a next-hop host in sequence. When the destination host becomes
inaccessible within the duration of a data transmission dueto changes of network topology,
the source host has to find a new route by initiating a new routediscovery process. Hence,
overhead on maintaining route information is inevitably introduced in either approach.
In location-based ad hoc routing, route discovery is not necessary if the location of a des-
tination host is known to a source host, because packets can be geographically forwarded
from a source host to a destination host. Thus, discovering the location of a destination host
is the only pre-requisite for establishing a route to reach the destination host. In this paper,
we propose a method of distribution of location informationso to restrict the overhead of
location lookup. The design goal of this method lies in two folds: to have high success
rates on answering location queries and to have low demands on network resources. The
two aspects of the design goal often conflict. On one hand, in order to have high rates of
successful location look-ups, up-to-date location information is ideal to be propagated to as
many hosts as possible, and doing so consumes considerable amount of network resources.
On the other hand, in order to prevent from consuming too muchnetwork resources, the
amount of location information propagated in the network needs to be limited, and doing
so hurts success rates.
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In order to simultaneously achieve both aspects of the design goal, location information
needs to be propagated wisely. That is, location information still needs to be propagated,
but the amount of propagation has to be restricted. We make each mobile host only propa-
gate its up-to-date location to its friend hosts and make this friendship publicly understood
by every host. A host determines its friends using host identifiers. Two hosts are friends if
their identifiers share a common suffix. The longer common suffix of identifiers are shared
between two hosts, the closer friends are them. The two closest friends are mutually called
peers. Moreover, in order to restrict the amount of propagation, a host only propagate an
update on its location to a small number of its friend hosts.
Relations of sharing common suffixes of host identifiers are naturally expressed into a
complete binary search tree. In the search tree, leaf nodes represent host identifiers, and
internal nodes represent sets of host identifiers sharing various-length common suffixes.
Such a complete binary search tree is used as the index structure in our location lookup
service.
Demands on network resources can be restricted by making useof this index structure.
We make a host always propagate updates on its location to itspeer host. When a host
can not reach its peer host in one hop, intermediate hosts areselected to forward updates
on its location. A host initiating a location update selectsits closest friend in its current
neighborhood as a next-hop host,i.e. it shares the longest suffix of identifiers with the next-
hop host among all hosts which are one hop away from it. Each intermediate host along a
forwarding path follows the same rule in picking up a next-hop host. Upon a host receiving
a location update from its friend host, it can choose to memorize this location information
received and be ready to answer queries about the location ofthis friend host. A location
update moves closer toward the leaf level of the complete binary search tree each time it
is further forwarded. Doing so restricts the number of timesa packet of location update
is forwarded,i.e. no more times than the height of the search tree. Likewise, a packet
of location query is forwarded in a similar way, and thus, it is also forwarded no more
times than the height of the search tree. Our location service puts low demands on network
resources because each service packet is only forwarded a few times among a small number
of hosts.
High success rates can also be attained by making use of this index structure, because a
location query is always forwarded to a host which could answer this query more likely,
e.g. a location query about a target host is more likely answered by the peer of the target
host than other friends of the target host. A location query about a target host could be
answered by any friend of the target host along a forwarding path. Meanwhile, attaining
high success rates also closely relates to the underlying temporary topology in a network.
The requirement that a forwarding only happens between a pair of hosts having a direct
communication link between them makes a forwarding chain likely broken before a lo-
cation query is answered or a location update is propagated to its final destination. In a
network with a high density of hosts, forwarding chains are unlikely broken, whereas, in
sparse networks, forwarding chains are likely broken due tolimited availability of one-hop
routes.
The index structure used in our location lookup service is infact virtual and is distributed
across mobile hosts in a network. Each mobile host maintainsa portion of this index struc-
ture. The whole index structure is integrated from the partial index structures maintained
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in individual hosts across a network. The construction of this decentralized index structure
follows ascalable distributed data structure (SDDS) approach [10]. Duties of maintaining
location information are distributed across hosts, and thesituation that an individual host is
much more heavily loaded than others is unlikely. Load balancing across hosts serves for
making a network operated stably.
Evaluated by simulating mobile wireless networks, the performance of our location lookup
service exhibits high success rates on location look-ups and low demands on network re-
sources. The necessary condition for our location lookup service to work well is that mobile
hosts are densely distributed in a network.
In the rest of this paper, we describe previous work relatingto our work in Section 2. The
description of the index structure is in Section 3. The method of location distribution and
lookup is described in Section 4. The performance evaluation of this method is shown in
Section 5. At last, we summarize the design of our location lookup service in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The table-driven and source-initiated on-demand ad hoc routing protocols in mobile wire-
less networks are surveyed in [17]. In ad hoc routing protocols making no use of location
information, non-neglectable amount of channel bandwidthand node processing power are
consumed in route discovery.
In order to reduce routing overhead in mobile wireless networks, Tsuchiya [19] first pro-
posed the idea of establishing a landmark hierarchy. A landmark is typically a router which
maintains routing information for other network devices ina scope. The landmark devices
in different scopes interconnect themselves. Any packet sent between scopes goes through
the corresponding pair of landmark devices. Thus, routing information is only maintained
at and exchanged among the landmark devices. Gerlaet al. [21, 4] proposed the LANMAR
landmark routing protocol in wireless networks with group mobility. A group of clustered
network devices moving together is treated as a scope, and one landmark device is elected
in each scope. Only landmark devices maintain routing information. Location information
is not explicitly used in the LANMAR protocol, but proximityamong mobile hosts is made
use of in forming scopes.
When location information is made use of, the overhead of ad hoc routing in mobile wire-
less networks could be greatly reduced. Koet al. [8] proposed the Location-Aided Routing
(LAR) protocol for ad hoc routing in mobile wireless networks. In LAR, no routing in-
formation needs to be explicitly maintained, instead, adjacency between mobile hosts is
made use of. A packet is forwarded by a set of adjacent hosts, in sequence, to gradually
reach its destination, and it is forwarded closer to its destination each time. Honget al. [6]
also showed that making use of geographic locations helps toreduce routing overhead in
large-scale wireless networks.
Geographic forwarding of packets is generally used in location-based routing. Karpet
al. [7] proposed the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)protocol in wireless net-
works. In this protocol, packets are forwarded to progressively move closer to their des-
tinations. A next-hop node is picked up under the concern of greedily moving a packet
geographically closer to its destination over a single-hopconnectivity. Just because tem-
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porary connectivities among mobile hosts are made use of in forwarding packets, packets
are not guaranteed to be forwarded to their final destinations. In order to make packets be
likely forwarded to their final destinations, the Geocast routing protocol [11] as proposed
to make a packet to be forwarded to multiple next-hop hosts for better chances of reaching
its destination.
Geographic forwarding is also used in content delivery networks. Ratnasamyet al. [16]
proposed the scalable Content-Addressable Network (CAN) in which content can be stored
and retrieved by keys of content. A content space is an abstract multi-dimensional coordi-
nate space, which is mapped to a set of hosts each of which manages one partition of the
content space. In order to retrieve/update a content, a multi-dimensional coordinate is first
derived from the key of this content; then using this coordinate, a retrieval/update request
is geographically forwarded to the host holding this content.
Location lookup services are necessary to aid location-based routing in mobile wireless
networks. Liet al. [9] designed the geographic forwarding based Grid LocationService
(GLS). Each mobile host distributes replicas of its up-to-date location to a number of lo-
cation servers across a geographic area, and a query about the location of a target host is
served through geographically forwarding this query to a location server holding a replica
of the location of the target host. A packet might take multiple geographic hops when it
is forwarded from one location server to another one. The more times a packet is geo-
graphically forwarded, the more negative impact on data transmissions. When a channel
is occupied in doing routing related transmissions, it is blocked from doing useful data
transmissions [5].
Heavy overhead on forwarding packets has been a problem for geographic forwarding
based protocols used in either mobile wireless networks or content delivery networks.
Hence, matching the high-level forwarding topology to the topology of an underlying net-
work has been taken into account of in recent studies. Tapestry [22] is a peer-to-peer
overlay routing infrastructure for sending requests to servers nearby. A routing mesh is
maintained in Tapestry for routing messages, which reflectsthe topology of an underlying
network connectivities. Ratnasamyet al. [15] introduced the topology-aware CAN to take
advantage of the topology of the underlying network to reduce overhead on forwarding
packets. The application-level CAN topology is made to match the underlying network-
level topology by clustering geographically proximate hosts together.
In our method, spatial adjacency between mobile hosts is made use of in forwarding pack-
ets. One hop in the forwarding chain of a service packet corresponds to a direct link be-
tween two adjacent hosts.
Decentralized index structure has the advantage of good scalability because no atomic op-
eration is required across multiple entities, and it has been made use of in a number of ap-
plication scenarios. Bozaniset al. [2] introduced the Logarithmic Dictionary Tree (LDT).
Each entity in LDT only maintains its own view of a distributed environment. An op-
eration is accomplished through a collaboration among a setof entities via forwarding it
among them. Aberer [1] introduced a distributed and balanced binary search tree used for
retrieving data objects. Each host only maintains a small portion of the whole set of data
objects, and a retrieval about a data object is served through a collaboration among a small
set of hosts with regard to the total number of data objects. Stoicaet al. [18] proposed the
Chord protocol for looking up content by their keys. The index structure used inChord
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is organized into a balanced binary search tree. A content look-up, as well as an update
on the index structure upon changes of content, only involves a small number of hosts.
In GLS [9], a distributed and balanced search tree built on identifiers is used as the index
structure. Using this index structure, a location update orquery can be served through a
cooperation among a small group of location servers.
In our method, a decentralized index structure is constructed into a distributed complete
binary search tree. This index structure serves to define thecooperative relations among
mobile hosts in serving location updates or queries, moreover, it also serves to limit the
number of times a service packet is forwarded.

3 The Index Structure

In our location lookup service, a complete binary search tree built on host identifiers is used
as the index structure, which is constructed based on a relation of sharing common suffixes
of host identifiers. In this search tree, leaf nodes represent host identifiers, and internal
nodes represent groups of host identifiers sharing common suffixes of various lengths. Fig-
ure 1 shows a complete binary search tree built on identifiersof 8 mobile hosts, where each
internal node is labeled with the common suffix of host identifiers included in it. In a net-
work with K hosts, a complete binary search tree is of a height ofdlog

2
Ke+ 1 (some leaf

nodes may be empty iflog
2
K is not an integer).

In the search tree, relations of sharing common suffixes of host identifiers can be formally
expressed using modular arithmetics. When tree levelsl are ascendant numbered from0
at the root, a modular arithmetic by modulo2l could be defined in tree levell. Internal
nodes in tree levell represent various equivalence classes formed in modular operations
by modulo2l, and thus, an identifier is included in exactly one internal node in every tree
level. Every internal node is forked into two child nodes which are equal partitions of their
parent node.
Sharing various-length common suffixes characterizes extents of intimacy among friend
hosts. The longer common suffix of identifiers is shared between a pair of hosts, the closer
friends are them. When friendship relations are widely understood by every host in a net-
work, they can be used in determining the cooperative relations among hosts in processing
location queries or updates.
The search tree serves as a guideline for a host to pick up a next-hop host to forward a
packet of location query or update to. The forwarding process corresponds to traversing
the search tree along a path going from the root to a leaf node representing the target host
of interest,e.g. the possible choices of a next-hop host which can be selectedby host6
is shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, the height of the search tree represents the maximum
number of times a location query or update can be forwarded.
A host could hold location replicas for any of its friend hosts. Correspondingly, a host
could distribute its location replicas to multiple friend hosts. The success rates of answering
location queries are improved due to more chances of finding alocation replica of a target
host in a network, however, this benefit is achieved by payinga price of consuming more
storage space and network bandwidth. For instance, in the search tree under the straight
mode as illustrated in Figure 1-(b), host6 could hold location replicas for any of its friend
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Figure 1:Serving location queries about host6 using the search tree.

hosts, like holding location replicas for host0 and2.
It is only exemplary to construct the index structure into a complete binary search tree.
Making the search tree balanced is the essential concern so that the height of the search
tree grow logarithmically with the number of hosts in a network.

4 The Method of Location Distribution and Lookup

A location distribution and lookup method can be constructed by using a complete binary
search tree built on host identifiers as the index structure.The following terms are used in
the description of our method. A mobile host is called anissuer when it initiates a location
query or update. A mobile host is called atarget when its location is under query, or a
packet of location update is being sent to it. A mobile host iscalled aresponder when it
could answer a location query about a target host.

4.1 Storage Space

Each mobile host maintains two data structures in its storage: a location table and a table
of one-hop routes. A location table is used for holding location replicas for its friend hosts.
A location is typically represented as a(x, y) pair in a geometric setting. A location can
also be expressed in other formats depending on applicationscenarios. Every host also
maintains a table of one-hop routes to reflect one-hop connectivities between itself and its
current neighbors by keeping track of currently alive hostsin its neighborhood. No storage
space is needed in each host to maintain the search tree.
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4.2 Discovery of Single-hop Routes

Temporary single-hop connectivities between mobile hostsare made use of in forwarding
location lookup related packets. Single-hop connectivities can be discovered through mak-
ing each host periodically broadcast an alive message. Broadcasting alive messages does
not consume much network bandwidth because the signal strength of a wireless transmis-
sion decays proportionally to the square of the distance from the transmitter [20]. Thus, an
alive message can only reach those hosts which are currentlyin the neighborhood of the
broadcasting host.
Upon receiving an alive message, a host treats the broadcasting host as its current neighbor
and records a single-hop route between itself and the broadcasting host. A single-hop route
expires after a certain time period. Similar to [9], the expiration interval is made twice the
duration of an inter-broadcasting interval which relates to the moving speed of a host. When
the moving speed of a host is above a threshold, it broadcastsan alive message whenever it
has moved a certain distance; otherwise, it broadcasts alive messages at a pre-determined
constant pace.

4.3 Updating on Locations

A mobile host distributes its up-to-date location to its friends for enhancing chances of
answering queries about its location. A location update is different from an alive message
in ways that: 1) an alive message is broadcasted, whereas, a location update is always
unicasted to one host; 2) an alive message is never forwarded, whereas, a location update
is very likely forwarded.
A mobile host periodically propagates its up-to-date location to its peer host,i.e. the two
hosts share all bits of their identifiers except the highest bit. Every location update is
issued only once by its issuer host, but it could be forwardedmultiple times afterwards.
Along a forwarding path, an intermediate host picks up a next-hop host from its current
neighbors to forward a location update to, and an update on the location of a target host is
forwarded to a closer friend of the target host each time. Upon receiving a location update,
a host updates its location table with the location received, and the way the location table
is updated depends on the mode of the search tree.
Under the straight mode, a mobile host can only distribute its location to its peer host. Thus,
intermediate hosts along a path of forwarding a location update do not update their location
tables. A host can not distribute its location anywhere if the forwarding chain is broken.
Under the enhanced mode, a mobile node could have its location distributed to any of its
friend hosts. The intermediate hosts along a path of forwarding a location update can update
their location tables with the location information received. Thus, even if a forwarding
chain is broken, the issuer host can still distribute its location information to intermediate
hosts up to the host where a forwarding chain is broken.

4.4 Looking Up Locations

Upon receiving a location query, a host first looks into its location table for an answer. On
a hit, this mobile host responds the location of interest to the issuer host of this query; on
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a miss, it forwards the query to a next-hop host for further service. Similar to forwarding
packets of location update, both friendship relations and underlying temporary connectives
between hosts play roles in picking up a next-hop host. When ahost can not answer a
location query about a target host, it picks up a next-hop host in its current neighborhood
so that the location query can be forwarded to an even closer friend of the target host. A
location query will not be forwarded more times than the height of the search tree.
A location query fails when the forwarding chain is broken before it reaches a responder
host. Upon a failure, a “not found” message is responded to the issuer host of a query by
the host which last received this query.

4.5 Service Packets

Four types of packets are used in our method of location distribution and lookup.Hello
packets are used for broadcasting aliveness of hosts.Location Update packets andLoca-
tion Query packets are for updating and looking up locations of mobile hosts, respectively.
Packets ofResponse to A Location Query are for carrying answers to location queries
back to issuer hosts of location queries. The generic formatof these four types of packets
is shown in Table 1.

Packet Type

(ID, Location) pair of the issuer host

(ID, Location) pair of the target host

(ID, Location) pair of a next-hop host

Other location-related information

Table 1:The generic format of packets used in our method.

A host declares its aliveness through broadcasting an Hellopacket. The host itself is spec-
ified as the issuer host and puts its own identifier and currentlocation in an Hello packet.
The other two (ID, location) pairs are left blank. A timeout value is specified in the other
information field to invalidate the aliveness of a host when timer expires.
A host propagates its up-to-date location through sending apacket of location update to its
peer host. The issuer host is the host initiating a location update, and the target host is the
peer host of the issuer host. Only the identifier of the targethost needs to be specified in
a packet, and the location information of the target host is not needed. The (ID, location)
pair of a next-hop host is overwritten each time by an intermediate host along a forwarding
path. A timeout value is specified to invalidate the validityof the location being propagated
when timer expires.
A host tries to discover the location of a target host by sending out a Location Query packet.
The issuer host is the host initiating a location query, and the target host is the host whose
location is under query. Only the identifier of the target host needs to be specified. A
next-hop host is a host in the forwarding chain of moving a location query to a potential
responder host. The (ID, location) pair of a next-hop host isalso overwritten each time
the packet is forwarded. In order to retrieve an up-to-date location of a target host, a last
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update time is specified in the packet to signify that a location replica of the target host is
considered valid only when the replica was last updated no earlier than the time specified.
A host responds to a location query through sending a packet of response to a location
query. The issuer host and the target host of a packet of response to a location query is
the responder host and the issuer host of a location query, respectively. When there is no
next-hop host can be selected to further forward a location query to, a “not found” message
is responded as an answer to the issuer host of this location query.

5 Performance Analysis

We evaluate the performance of our method of location distribution and lookup by simu-
lating mobile wireless networks using thens-2 simulator [14]. Two metrics are used in
the evaluation: success rates on answering location queries and demands on network re-
sources. Demands on network resources are materialized into bandwidth consumption and
the per-host storage occupation.

5.1 Simulation Scenarios

We simulate mobile wireless networks using the wireless andmobility extension [13] to the
ns-2 simulator. Each mobile node is equipped with an IEEE 802.11 wireless interface.
Mobile hosts move within a3000meter × 3000meter square, and their movements follow
a random waypoint model [3]. A mobile host moves along a straight line to a randomly
chosen destination; upon arriving at the destination, it randomly chooses a new destination
after pausing for4 seconds. This process repeats till a simulation finishes. Inall mobil-
ity scenarios, the maximum movement speed is30 meters/second, and average movement
speeds range between5.4 and6.1 meters/second. Each mobile host performs constant bit-
rate (cbr) data transmissions. All simulations last300 seconds.

5.2 Performance of Our Method of Location Distribution and Lookup

We demonstrate the performance of our method using scaling behaviors of evaluation met-
rics, and we also present the advantage of our method by comparing the performance of our
method to the one of GLS [9] under the same set of simulation scenarios. When the search
tree runs in the enhanced mode, the performance of our methodis shown in Figure 2. The
performance of GLS is shown in Figure 3.

5.2.1 Success Rates on Answering Location Queries

A location query is responded with either the up-to-date location of the host under query, or
a “not found” message upon a failure. A success rate on answering location queries is the
ratio of the number of successful location retrievals to thetotal number of location queries
issued. Figure 2-(a) shows the scaling behavior of success rates. Success rates are high
when there are more than100 hosts in a network. This fact signifies that forwarding chains
are unlikely broken when each mobile host is surrounded by more and more neighbors
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in a network, as shown in Figure 2-(b). Compared to scenarioswhere hosts are sparsely
distributed in a network,e.g. 16 hosts, forwarding chains are often broken.
With regard to success rates on location discovery in GLS, shown in Figure 3-(a), our
method has higher success rates. This fact states that hostsdriven under our method coop-
erate more efficiently.

5.2.2 Demands on Network Resources

The average per-host bandwidth consumed in our method is shown in Figure 2-(c) and 2-
(d). The per-host bandwidth consumption goes up with higherdensities of mobile hosts in
a network. On one hand, the higher density of hosts, the higher bandwidth consumption
on broadcasting aliveness messages. On the other hand, whenone-hop connectivities be-
tween mobile hosts become more available as densities of hosts go up (see Figure 2-(b)),
forwarding chains are unlikely broken, in turn, more bandwidth is consumed in location
distribution and lookup. In the meantime, the ratios of the amount of bandwidth consumed
in our method to the one consumed in data transmissions stay roughly at the same level,
independent to densities of mobile hosts in a network. That is, only a small and constant
portion of the bandwidth is consumed under our method. With regard to bandwidth con-
sumptions in GLS, shown in Figure 3-(c), our method consumesless amount of bandwidth.
Both GLS and our method consume a small and constant portion of the amount of band-
width available in a network.
The number of times a service packet is forwarded highly contributes to bandwidth con-
sumptions in a location service. As shown in Figure 2-(e), service packets of various types
in our method are forwarded only once, on average. Whereas, service packets in GLS are
geographically forwarded more times, shown in Figure 3-(e), for a reason that one forward-
ing between a pair of location servers takes multiple geographic hops [9].
The per-host storage occupation for holding location replicas is evaluated by the ratio of
the number of location replicas held in each host to the totalnumber of mobile hosts. The
maximum and average per-host storage occupation in our method are shown in Figure 2-(f).
In most scenarios, each mobile host only needs to hold location replicas for less than10%
of other hosts. In some scenarios, per-host demands on storage space are higher, but they
are no more than25%. With regard to the per-host storage occupation in GLS as shown in
Figure 3-(f), both our method and GLS do not occupy much storage space in each host for
holding location replicas.

6 Conclusions

We described a method of location distribution and lookup, which aims to restrict the over-
all overhead in location discovery needed by location-aided routing. The design goal of
this method is to have high success rates on answering location queries while keeping de-
mands on network resources low. In order to achieve this goal, a complete binary search
tree built on host identifiers is used as a decentralized index structure which guides each lo-
cation query or update be served via a cooperation among a small number of mobile hosts.
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Meanwhile, transient one-hop routes between mobile hosts are made use of in selecting
cooperative hosts.
In order to achieve high success rates on answering locationqueries, it is important for
each host to distribute replicas of its location to other hosts. In order to restrict demands on
network resources, location updates are propagated through a sequence of single-hop route
only to a small set of other hosts.
By simulating mobile wireless networks, the performance ofthis method exhibits high
success rates on answering location queries and low consumption on bandwidth and per-
host storage. Compared to the performance of GLS, our methodexhibits higher success
rates and lower demands on network resources. A prominent feature of our method is
that decisions on forwarding service packets are jointly determined by the structure of the
embedded search tree and the temporary connectivities in the network.
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Figure 2:The performance of our method of location distribution and lookup. The search tree is
under theenhanced mode. Simulations are run in a3000meter × 3000meter square
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Figure 3:The performance of GLS. Simulations are run in a3000meter × 3000meter square.
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